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Summary 

Single cycle processes are aften used to r:.each the foundariiental 

temperature limit of a dilution refrigera~or. However, this pro

cess proceeds too fast for normal thermometers to response accu

rately. Therefore a reseach for a new thermometer is necessary. 

The intention of this ;1ork is t.:J study the feasibility of the use 

of a vibrating wire viscameter as a thermometer in 
3
He-

4
He mixtures 

at very low temperatures. 

An investigation has been carried out to search for the best shape 

of the vibrating wire. It turns out that a semicircular loop vib

rating wire is the best one for the intention. 

The results shows that the vibrating wire viscameter is indeed 

a fast thermometer, and can be accurate, provided a good calib

ration is given. 

A by-product of this work is the measurement of the viscosity 
3 4 of the He- He mixtures between 120 mk and 19 mk. The results 

are consistent with previous researches. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

For research at low temperatures, especially in the low millikelvin 

region, the proper determination of temperature is often very cru

cial. There is a number of thermometers, such as the platinum-NMR 

tht:.r:mometer, the r.cise t.hermometer etc. , which can be used to 

measure temperatures in the low millikelvin region or even in the 

mierekelvin region. However, all those thermometers have a very 

long thermal-equilibrium time constant, usually half an hour and 

even longer at temperatures lower than 5 mk. This is very undesir

able for research in which both the accuracy and a fast response 

time are required. 

In the group "Kryogene Technieken" of the Eindhoven University of 

Technology a series of experiments is underway to determine the low 

temperature limit of a 3He - 4He dilution refrigerator, using the 

so called "single cycle" process. A fast single cycle process takes 

about half an hour. Typically the 3He-4He mixtures cooled from 

about 20 mk to its low limit, believed to be around 2 mk. The mixture 

remains at the lowest temperatures only for a few minutes which is 

not long enough for normal thermometers to get accurate results. 

Therefore a new method is devised to meet the needs of determining 

the low limit of a single cycle process. 

In the millikelvin region the viscosity of 3He is inversely propor

tional to the square of temperature, i.e. nT2 = constant. Hence 

the temperature is obtained when the viscosity is determined. Over 

last two decades a method has been developed to measure the viscosity 

of liquid kelium, using aso called "vibrating wire viscometer"/2,3/. 

In principle it consists of a piece of wire with its axis placed 

perpendicularly to a static magnetic field. When an alternating 

c~rrent with a certain fren.uency is driven through it the wire will 

oscillates. As a results an induced voltage will be produced.when the 

wire is placed in a viscous fluid like a 3He-4He mixture the os

·cillation will be damped. Hence the magnitude of the induced signal 

is related to the viscosity of the fluid. In 1922 G. G. Stokes 

published a paper concern the motion of a cylinder oscillating 

perpendicularly to its axis in a viscous fluid.Consequently the 

viscosity of the fluid, and the temperature, can be determined by 
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the induced signal. 

In this report a full discussion will be given about the feasibility 

of the viscameter as a thermometer in the 3He-4He mixtures.If the 

conclusion is positive, obviously the visco-thermometer would have 

a grea~ aävantage over other thermometers since it measures the 

property of the fluid giving the temperature of the fluid itself, 

and requiring nothermal equilibrium time between the sensor(V.W.} 

and the liquid. 

An analysis is given in the part I of chapter 2, concerning the 

motion of a vibrating wire in a fluid. Part II deals with the prin

ciple of the V.W. viscometer. Chapter 3 concerns the possible designs 

of the device. A description of experimental set-up and methad is 

given in chapter 4. Results are given in chapter 5. The discussions 

and conclusions are present in the last chapter. 



Chapter 2 

Part I 

Theory 

A piece of superconductive wire placed perpendicularly to a static 

magnetic field and bearing an alternative current will experince 

an oscillating Lorentz force. If a viseaus fluid is in presence, 

then the fluid will exert a damping forcP on the rnaving wire. An 

analysis of these farces and the motion of the wire will be given 

in the following sections. 

2-I-1 The damping force 

Consider a cylinder of radius a and infinite length, vibrating in 

viseaus fluid with density pi. The fluid has zero velocity at infi

nity and is supposed to be incompressible. As the cylinder moves 

the fluid will be moved toa. The general description of the motion 

of the fluid is given by Navier-Stokes equation: 

I h 2 - - -o · g ra.d -p -r -'- . IJ u 
(.J ~ 

2-1 

where u is the velocity of the fluid, t is the time, p is the pre

ssure, and n is the viscosity of the fluid. The velocity of the 

fluid at the surface of the cylinder is assumed to be equal to that 

of the cylinder. If the amplitude of the velocity of the cylinder 

is very small we can linearize the equation by neglecting the non

linear term u-gradu. Starting from this equation and tagether with 

equation of the continuity, Stokes could show that the hydrodynamic 

force exerted on the cylinder by the fluid is /1/: 

2-2 

where w is the angular frequency of the vibrating cylinder, and u 

is the velocity of the cylinder given by ueiwt, k.and ~· are two 

dimensionless functions which will be discussed later. Rearranging 

the above equation in the following farm: 

2-3 

we see that the first term in square brackets multiplied by ~al~ 

is just the hydrodynamic Virtual mass of the fluid, which is the 

back-flow of the fluid due to its incompressibility,while the ether 

two terms corrspond to the masses of the fluid moved by the viseaus 

force. 

The dimensionless functions k0 and k~ are expressed in terms of 
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2-4 

where z = a/2Ó is a dimensionless parameter, and 6 is called viseaus 

penetratien depth defined as: 

- n .~ 
~ =(-' )'" 

'WP.R 
2-5 

Expanding and taking the first few terms of eq. (2-4) , we find: 

2-6a 

2-6b 

The values of k0 and k~ as a function of z are tabulated in appendix 

A. A figure of k 0 and k~ as a function of z is given in Fig. (2-1). 

k' k 

15 

10 

5 

k 

0 1 2 3 

Figure 2-1 : The dimensionZess functions k0 and k; given by eq.(2-4). 

For z Zarger than 3, kc and k~ can be approximated by the 

foZZowing equations with better than 0.5% precision: 

k/= 2/z + 1/2:1' 
ko= 1 + filz 

The graph showsthat at the smsll values of z, which means a strongly 

viseaus fluid, the quantities ko and kJ are very much larger than· 1, 

which means that the viseaus effect is much more important than the 



back-flow effect. In the extreme case of a superfluid, the viscous 

penetratien depth o is zero. Consequently the term k;l-ik; bec-

omes zero. In this case the hydrodynamic force is caused by the 

motion of the back-flow masses. 

It should be emphasized that the hydrodynamic force is obtained 

under the assumption that the velocity of the fluid ~~ the surf~ce 

of the vibrating cylinder is equal to that of the cylinder. However, 

this assumption is not strictly valid for rarefied gases such as the 

3He fermi gas in the 3He-4He mixtures at very low temperatures. The 

following paragraph deals with the corrections to the assumption. 

Up till now there is no well-established theory concerning the motion 

of a cylinder in the large 1/a limit. The following sections, based 

on different sources, are organized as consistent as possible. 

The correction to the non valid boundary condition mentioned above 

is to allow a velocity difference between the solid and the fluid 

at the surface of the solid body. It is characterized by the so

called "slip length" defined as the distance behind solid surface 

where the extrapolated relative velocity between the fluid and tr.e 

solid surface is zero: 

~ -lh 
( il-IJ J~r )9 

2-7 

where1 is the sliplengthand ~ and u0 are the tangential components 

of the fluid and solid surface respectively. The slip length and 

velocity profile is illustrated in the Fig. (2-2). 

Velocity 

Solid 

a r 

Figure 2-2 : The illustration of the slip leP4th and the velocity 

profile near the solid surface. 
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H. Hojgaard Jensen et al /4/ have shown that the slip effect has to 

be taken into account when the mean free path of the rarefied gas 

appeaches one tenth of the radius of the cylinder.Next an estimation 

of the mean free path of the 3He fermi gas is given at the low mil

likelvins. 

The mean free path of the 3He fermi gas is related to its viscosity 

by the relation /5/: 
'lt 1 _ f, rn 'vfr~ 

~- sm, 2-8 

where n = p 3;m3 is the number density the 3He quasiparticles equal 

to NA/Vm with NA the Avogadro constant and Vm the molar volume of 

pure 3He helium, Pf is the fermi momenturn equal to rr!"Vf = 1i.(3J1' n)1 

with V f the fermi velocity and 11 the Plank constant. Inserting num

erical values of the constants and Vm = 4.258 x10-~ m3 /mol(prue 3He)/11/ 

for the 6.6% 3He-4He mixture and 36.n '1J /12/for the concentrated 
3He, we obtain after rearranging: 

ld = ~~ I 1 o 3 . 6 

lc = 7c /2696 

2-9a 

2-9b 

The subscripts d and c stands for "diluted phase" and "concentrated 

phase". 1J and 7c are taken as /6/ /5/ 

~d - 5 X 10-~T~ 2-10a 

~c = 2.2X /17~( I rz 2-10b 

Table(2-1) shows a few numerical values for 1 and 1/a as a function 

of the temperature T. The quantity a is taken as 57 ~m which is the 

wire radius studied. 

TabZe 2-1 : The quantities Z and Z/a as a function of T. They are 

caZculated through eq. (2-9) and (2-10). T is in mk. 

T 50 20 10 5 2 1 

3. 4X 1':1- 3 

3.3x10-2 

5.7X10-~ 

2.1X1Q-2 

2.0XlQ-l 

3.6XlQ - 3 

4.8 

a.5x 10-2 

8.2X10-l 

1. 4X 10-2 

19.3 

3. 4X 10 -l 

3.3 

5. 7X10- 2 

120 483 

2.1 8.5 

20.4 81.6 

3.6X10~-l 1.4 

from the 'table we see that at temperatures below 10 mk, the ratio 

of ld/a is almast 0.1 for the given wire.therefore the effect of slip 

should be considered below 10 mk. 

Using the relation (2-7) for the boundary condition of eq. (2-1) 

instead of a nonslip boundary condition, the hydrodynamic force is 
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in the same form as eq. (2-2) but with a change in the dimentionless 

functions k.and k;/8/: 

Ko 
K( = ---. .:_:. __ o._z_ 

I -~" < ~ I<(J 4i2 
2-11 

where K0 = Ko- ik~- 1 is the function without slip and K1 = (Ktl)-iK~. 

The parameter~ takes the effect of slip into account: 

-5 
f3 = ;;;; 2-12 

clearly if there is no slipft 

mean free path by /4/: 

0. The slip length is related to the 

~ = 0.579 1 2-13 

The resulting relative changes in k(Jand k; are shown in Fig. (2-3). 

(ka- k) /k0 

'0. 2 

0. 1 

Figure 2-3 The relative changes in k and k' due to the slip effect. 

The theory of slip is only valid for small ratio of 1/a, from .the 

table(2-1) we see that at 5 mk the value of 1/a is already near 1. 

At the temperatures even lower we have to amend K and K' with a em

pirical·form of p /7/ : 
-) ·( I -r o< . ..i ftr ) 

or with 

(3 = ~----,-:.-
a ( 1 -r- Jja ) 

where the factor ~ is a constant of order of 2. 

2-14 . 

In the regime where l ~/ a, we would expect that the interaction 

between the vibrating wire and the 3He quasiparticles is the bombardment 
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of the particles on the cylinder. In this model then the force which 

the quasiparticles exert on the cylinder is /7/: 

Fb = -Anpfau 2-15 

where A is a constant of order of 2, n is the number density of the 

quasiparticles. 

2-I-2 The motion of a wire element 

Consider a wire element of unit length carrying an alternative current 

j = jo eiWt , placed in a viscous fluid in the presence of a static 

magnetic field B, as shown in the Fig. (2-4). 

8 1 1 

t z 

x 

Figure 2-4 The iLLustration of an eLement of an infinite cyLinder 

with its axis perpendicuLarLy pLaced to a magnetic fieLd 

In such circumstances the wire is driven to oscillate by the Lorentz 

force given by: 

2-16 

The wire will experince a restoring force as it moves. The force is: 

.z. 0 l 
F = - 710. rwr Wo~ 

r 
2-17 

And the motion of the wire is described by the following equation: 

71 rl f.., ~ :::. F.t f' Fr- 1- Frt 2-18 

The displacement y of the wire can be sovled from above equation, 

and it is in the form: 

iwt 2-19 
y = y e 

0 
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Part II 

In this part the principle of a semicircular vibrating wire will be 

given. First the the induced signals will be discussed,and then the 

calculation of viscosity. 

2-II-1 The principle of the vibrating wire viscameter 

A piec.:e of wire of length L is bent iüto a serr.ici:::cula::: loop of radil.<s 

R, placed in a static magnetic field B the direction of which is 

parallel to the loop plane of the wire, as shown in Fig. (2-5). 

B 

~ l ~ ~ l ! ! ~ 

\. 2R . \ 

Figure 2-5 The iZZustration of 

the vibrating wire viscometer. 

The magnetic field is paralleZ 

to the semicircuZar Zoop pZane . 

iWt If a current j = jO e is driven through the wire, it will start 

a forced vibration in the direction perpendicular to its loop plane. 

In the presence of a viseaus fluid the vibration will be damped. If 

the radius of the wire is much smaller than the loop radius R, the 

motion of an element of the loop is described by eq. (2-18) and eq. (2-19). 

For simplicity if we first take the hydrodynamic force F
8 

in the form 

- 71a2f'w), >< dy/dt. Using eqs. (2-16) and (2-17) for driving force and 

restoring force, we obtain the displacement for a wire element of 

unit length: 

2-20 

where we have used À = Az t- ~), and 1(w l = -w: - ~/- uJ, 'A.t • The displacement 

of the wire is not the same along the loop.the maximum occurs at the 

middle point where the current is perpendicular to the field, and 

zero at the two ends where the wire is fixed. For the whole length 
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of the wire 1 the displacement may be regarded as perpendicular to 

the B field as long as y is small 

2-II- 2 The induced signals 

As the wire vibrates it sweeps an area of: 
L 

A = J 'j s;n~ dx 
I? 

2-21 

with angular frequency w 1 where the x is distance from one end of 

the loop. As a result a voltage will be induced across the ends of 

the loop, which is given by: 

V -d~ I dt 

= - B·dA /dt 2-22 

where ~ is the magnetic flux, and A is the given by eq. (2-21). An 

exact salution for the V is a very complicated work and nat necessary. 

For a simple discussion we may consider that the loop oscillates 

with an effective length L'. Using L' insteadof the integral of 

eq. (2-21) 1 we obtain V through eq. (2-20) and eq. (2-22): 

wL..Il1 - ~w'(rw} :wJ 
= v ---------=~-- e 

0 y/w > +- -w'Àz 
2-23 

where V 
0 

= B
2

· L 1 • j/ T1 a
2fw 1 and the quantity V 1 is the in phase 

signal, v2 the quadrature signal. If the driving frequency is adjusted 

to a certain value tAJ r so that 

2-24 

then the quadrature signal V 
2 

. va.'1ishes and the in phase signal V 
1 

is at a peak value given by: 

2-25 

Taking a close look at the condition (2-24) 1 we see that the effect 

of the presence of ÀL is to produce a shift in ~r from the free os

cillation resonance frequency w. 1 since W~= w. if ).1 = 0 1 and the 

effect of /\~ is decreasing the peak height of the resonance and bro

dening the resonance curve. Fig. (2-6) gives a plot of v11 v
2 

versus 

the driving frequency. 



V 

Figure 2-6 
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In phase signal 

w 

Quadrature signal 

The in phase signal and quadrature signal as a function 

of the dri ving frequency. 

2-II-3 The frequency shift and the resonance width 

The frequencyshift is defined as the frequency diffrence between the 

free oscillation resonace frequency and the force damped resonance 

frequency, i.e. A WT = Wo - Wr , which is always pos i ti ve. Sol ving the 

eq. (2-24) for 'tA·\. we obtain: 

~ = ( - Îlz + ) Jt IL T 4 uJ/ ) /! 2-26 

the nagative root has been neglected. If the damping is weak, i.e. 

À 1 << W 0 , then by expanding the sqare root term to its first order, 

we have: 

2-27 

rearranging eq. (2-27) we obtain the relation between .D{..()r and )., : 

2-28 

For a further approximation we neglect the second term and simply have: 

.t~Wr=-}- 2-29 

The resonance width pW~ is defined as the difference between two 

frequencies where the in phase signal v
1 

is equal to the half value 
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of its peak height, this occurs if 

(1.</ )z Vo 

or 

Solving this equation gives: 

w
1
,

2 
= [ -c ), ± /t1. 1 + J (Jtd IL. )!-+-lt-.wF) /~ 

2-30 

and two ether roots that are negative are neglected. So by the defi

nitin of ~u; , we have: 

2-31 

in the limit that 

It is interesting to see that 

i.e. TCwJ =:t.wJl , the V 2 is 

when a driving frequencies is 

when v1 is at its half peak values, 

equal to v 1 in magnitude. This means 

applied at MJ~ ::t t.W?f2, the V 
2 

has 

equal magnitudes, and in fact they are peak values of v
2

. 

It is important to notice the simple relations between the two mea

urable quantities, i.e. the frequency shift and the resonance width, 

and Àt' ~1 , which repreaent the hydrodynamic properties of a fluid. 

~w~ and b Wr can be related to the dimensionless functions k and k' 

by relating ~~,À, tok, k' in the following way. The hydrodynamic 

force on the wire is of the ferm of eq. (2-2) : 

,::11 = - n rl f~ r K - ~ K'J i w t< 2-2 

while the force FH in general is: 

F H = - rT ~z f«) }vu 

= -'l'T~z.f .... ()"+<'il()t-1 2-32 

Equating the re lation (2-32) and (2-2) 1 af ter rearranging we obtained: 

À. 1 t ~Àt ::. .!!. [l(+ii<J 
fw 2-33 

Combined with the relations (2-29) and (2-31), À L and ).1. is then 

related to k and k': 

2-34a 

and 2-34b 

For a fluid composed of normal and superfluid components, like the 
3 4 . 4 
He- He mJ.xture and pure He under lamda point, the above equation 
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(2-34) should be chaaged /5/. replacing Pz by os+ on and taking k=l 

for the 

and 

superf1uid cor:.ponent: 

_l.. Î!_ . '• fr {\ . ..;_; t = 2 p vv 
·w 

2-35a 

2-35b 

The fluià àensity involveà in the viseaus peno=tration depth should 

be replaced by ~ . 
'"'n" 

In principle the density of the normal component and the viscosity 

involved in k and k' can be obtained at the same time fora weakly 

damped vibrating through eq. (2-34Jand eq. (2-35). 

We would expect bath 6w and 6w to increase as the temperature de-
r 1 

creases due to the increase of the viscosity, since more and more 

mass of the fluid is moved as the viscosity increases. However, at 

very low temperature where l>> a, limiting values for bath 6w and 
r 

~wr are expected. The force on the wire is given by eq. (2-15), which 

is in phase with its velocity, unlike the hydrodynamic force given 

by eq. (2-2). Therefore the influence of the normal component on the 

frequency shift vanishes and the eq. (2-35a) hecomes: 

6w' 
r 

I fR = 2--o -wr
t"" 

an:l. Û.Lu becomes: 
r 

6J:J' = Ano /nao 
" - f 'W 

2-36a 

2-36b 

by camparing eq. (2-15) witheq. (2-32) in which À; vanishes for normal 

component. Note that bath eqs. (2-36a,b) are independent of temperature. 

This limit for 6w and 6w is called ballistic limit./7/ r n 
For the wire we studied this limit lies below 1 mk. A figure relating 

6.w,.... and 6w,. is given below for various approaches. 

2-? The relation otlf!' 6w n and 6wr for various models 
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Chapter 3 Design of the vibrating wire viscameter 

Previously vibrating wire viscorneters have been constructed by R. J. 

w. Faessen /9/, A. J. J. van Kessel /8/ . However, their vibrating 

wires had either a too high resonance frequency as a viscameter or 

a too large volume as a thermometer. Their vibrating wire had a cir-

cular or semicircular shape.A series of experiments was performed 

by W. Rover et al /10/ to search for new shapes of vibrating wire 

viscometer. In the first place the vibrating wire should be agood 

viscameter ~s well as a thermometer. In the following paragraphes 

various restrictions and criteria for the design are given and dis

cussed. 

3-1 Volume restrietion 

A larger dimension of a vibrating thermometer generates a strenger 

signal. However, the dimension of the thermometer is limited by the 

sizes of the mixing chamber. As a thermometer, it is prefered to be 

compact and posseses low heat capacity. The typical volume for the 

sensor of a low temperature thermometer is of order of 2 cm3 . 

Permanent magnets of different sizes but of similar geometry(BM 

95.070, 071) were planned to be used to provide magnetic field for 

the wire. Their geometries are shown in Fig. (3-1). 

Figure 3-1 The geometries of the permanent magnets. 

The magnetic field in the bare area of the magnets is estimated 

to be of order of 0.05 Tesla with its direction along the axis. The 

wire is to be placed in the bore area, and therefore its maximum 

lir-ear dimension perpendicular to the field direction is the inside 

diameter of the magnets. 

The magnetic field of the magnets is temperature dependent at the 

beginning of its use. Therefore, they have to undergo several times 

thermal cycle from room temperature to nitrogen temperature befare 

- t4 -
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they are used ~t low temperatures. 

3-2 Frequency limitation 

The viseaus penetratien depth á is the typical length by which a 

rnaving body can influence the fluid by the viseaus effect. If it 

becomes smaller than the mean free path of the quasiparticles, then 

the motion of the wire enters into a collisionless regime. The terms 

descibing the viseaus effects in the Navier-Stokes equation break 

down in this regime. This is what should be avoided for the therm

ometer. Since the quantity Ó is a function of the angular frequency 

by definition, we can derive a upper limit for the angular frequency 

as a function of temperature fr~m the above condition. Rewriting 

equations: 

JJ = ~J 
/0 J. 6 

7~ = 
5 )( /0-1 "Zo 

Tz Tl l. 

( 11 ) 
1 

d = 1))rfn 

and rearranging, we obtain for lc::<= 6 
2 l 

yl" 
/0.3.6 i 

"" '))rio( ::::; :Z Tl p" 7 o 3-1 

We derive the condition only for the diluted phase for the mean free 

path of the quasiparticles in the diluted phase is much larger than 

than in the concentrated phase(See, e.g. the table(2-1) or the Fig. (3-2)) 

and futher more since the single cycle processes always finish when 

the mixing chamber is fully occupied by the diluted mixture. For 

T = 2 mk the upper limit of the resonance frequency is 

Vru = 7320 Hz 

with f" = 17.33 for 6.6% 
3
ae in 

4
ae. 

Fig. ( 3-2) shows a log ar i thm plot of 1 and J against temperature 1 wi th 

different frequencies. 

on the other hand, the dimensionless functions k and k' are very sen

sitive to the parameterzin the region z ~ O.l(see Fig. (2-1)). conse

quently as the temperature decreases the frequency shift and width 

will be broadened fastly to high values where the quality factor of 

the vibrating wire becomes very low. Therefore, it is necessary to 

restriet the parameter z above a certain value z
0

, i.e. z < z0 . 

Rearranging the definitions of zand J 1 and using ~D=~!T2 1 we obtain: 

- J - 4 z: 7. 
v". > yr1.. -

.2. TT f" a•rJ 
3-2 
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which also depends on the temperature and the choice of the radius a. 

If we campare the conditions (3-1) and (3-2), we see that V~ must be 

larger than 1.1-t.: l)'"'Lt ;:.z.)rL .This condition gives a restrietion on a: 

to.J- 6 L T z 4 t/ {~ 
f, Y) > {) ·~ .2 n n l" .2 rrl",() f 

Rearranging we have: 

.)_?a?. 
a > = ÛWI.n 

!<73.G Tz 

Given z
0 

= 0.1, 
-8 1. = 5x10 Pas 

2 S k , T = 2 mk, we have a . 
m1.n 

l 0 

).lm 

a = 200 ).lr.l 

------ ----
a = 100 ).lr.l 

-------
a = 57 ).lm 

2000 Hz 

7000 Hz 

1 
1 

3-3 

24.6)J-m. 

mk 

Figure 3-2 The mean free path of 3He in diZuted and aonaentrated 

phase and the visaous penetration depth as a funation 

of temperature. The braken Zines indicate three radii 

of different wires avaiZabZe. 

3-3 The choice of the wire 

"Niomax" wires were used for their superconductivity which contri

butes no resistive voltage to the induced signal, and secondly it 
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has a fairly high density, since high density generates small reson

ance width(eq. (2-35b)) and therefore astrong signal(eq. (2-25)). 

The limited space available allows the wire to be only a few millimeters 

long. This limitation imposes that the wire radius can only be in the 

micrometer region, and the smaller, the better since the theory deals 

with an infinitely long cylinder. However, the radius cann't be un

limited small(see the discussions in the last secticn). 

The wires available are of radii of 57 j) m, 100 f m, 200 JAm. All of them 

is larger than the low limit a . . 
m~n 

3-4 The choice of wire structures 

The phase boundary of the 3He-
4

He mixtures is aften raised or lowered 

in the mixing chamber during experiments. It is desirable for the 

vibrating wire to be placed horizontally so that the phase boundary 

passes it fast. It is also desirable for the wire to operate in one 

single phase and in one level especially in concentrated phase, since 

there is a temperature gradient in the vertical direction 

There are many possible shapes for the wire. A few examples of them 

are shown in the Fig. (3-3). 

B 

i • B 
)( x x x 

[\ 
B B B B 

Figure 3-3 The possièZe shapes of the vibrating wire. The arrows 

indiaates that the magnetia field is paraZZeZ to the 

Zoop pZane(a)~ or perpendiauZar to the wire axis(a,d). 

The cross symboZ stands for a magnetia field perpen

diauZar to the Zoop pZan~(b). 

These possible structures is going to be tested in the pure 4He, in 

order to see if their resonance frequency falls into the limited 

region or not. 
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The ends of the vibrating wire are glued to the support by stycast 

2850 (catalyst 11). The electrical connections of the vibrating wire 

are shown in the Fig. (3-4). A four terminal methad was adopted in 

the connections. 

...----., 
I ~ 
1 V.W. I Soldering join~ 
I I 
I ,-, I / 

rr=~=rrl j 

Figure 3-4 The eleatriaal aonneations of the vibrating wire. The 

four full airale stand for the soldering joint. The two 

inner wires were used the 1:nduaed signaZ, and two outer 

ones for the driving au:t'rent. 



Chapter 4 Experimental Set-up 

Diffrent wire shapes were tested in the helium cryostat. A supercon

ducting coil was used to frovide magnetic field. The final ferm 

was calibrated in a mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator. 

4-1 Apparatus 

4-1-1 H~lium cryostat 

The helium cryostat is schematically drawn in Fig. (4-1). 

Electrical Feed-through 

LHe 

Vacuum Jacket 

sample 

Figure 4-1 The schematical illustration of the helium cryostat. 

The sample is immersed in the liquid helium ~ which 

is indicated by the closed braken line and shown in 

Fig. (4-2). 
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Temperatures below 4.2 k were achieved by reducing the vapour pressure 

f h 
4 . h h ld b abl' d o t e pure He ~n t e cryostat. T e vapour pressure cou e st ~ze 

at a certain value by adjusting the pumping. rhe vapour pre-

ssure was read out from a U-shape mercury barometer, and thus giving 

the temperature from the tabulated vapour-pressure relationship. How

ever, the pressure measurements at very low pressures (below 1.5 k) 

are very inaccurate, which may cause 10% error in temperacure àet~L

mination. 

4-1-2 The superconducting coil 

The coil can produce a magnetic field in a cylindrical space of dia

meter of 10 mm and height about 30 mm. A current from 0 to 10 ~ can 

be put through the coil which can generates a field from 0 to 2 T. 

The coil with the support of the vibrating wires is shown in the 

Fig. (4-2). 

Figure 4-2 

Support 

Screw Conneetiens 

The Coil 

Support of the v.w. 

The schematic drawing of the superconducting coil with 

the support of the vibrating wire. 
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4-1-3 The mixing chamber and single cycle process 

The mixing chamber is the coldest part of a dilution refrigerator, 

and is also where the new thermometer is going to work. The mixing 

chamber can be of different farms. A cylindrical mixing chamber is 

usually adopted in various experiments. During continuous cooling, 

concentrated 3He liquid flows into mixing chamber from its top(see 

Fig. (4-2)), and diffuses into 4 He liquid and is extracted away from 

the bottorn of the mixing chamber. The temperature in the mixing chamber 

r----

I 
I 
I 

' I 
I 

L 

f 

Starage Tank 

p 
vat 

Pump 

j 
I 

--, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Valves 

293 k 

r rr.:=::=:!l---+----
1 

Still 

He a ter 

I 

I 

I 
_________ _j 

I 

Heat Exchangers 

Mixing Chamber 

Concentrated Phase 

Figure 4-3 The schematic drawing of the 3He j1ow diagram in a 

diZution refrigerator. 
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could be adjuated by heating the entrance flow of the 
3
ae. The con

centration in the mixture fellows the phase seperation curve. In a 

single cycle process, the 
3
ae income is cut off externally(valve B 

3 
closed in Fig. (4-3)), but still the He strored in the mixing chamber 

and probably in the heat exchangers is taken away. A measure indicating 

how far the single cycle process has been carried out is the pressure 

of the 3He in a starage ~ank(see Fig. (4-3). For the refigerator we 

used the single cycle process will be finished when the pressure is 

arround 55 torr. 

During a continuous running the position of the phase boundary can be 

d b 3 h 0 0 a justed y putting into or extracting away the He from t e m~x~ng 

chamber. In the single cycle process the phase boundary rises contin

uously untill it reach the top of the mixing chamber. At this time 

the mixing chamber is full with the diluted phase and the single 

cycle process is finished. 

4-2 The measuring circuit and method 

A small driving current through the wire is necessary for several 

reasons. The first thing concerned is the amplitude.at resonance, 

which is proportional to the current. The theory developed in chapter 

2 assumes small velocities. In other words the resonance amplitude 

must be small. As a matter of fact, the following conditions must 

be imposed on the vibratine wire to keep the assumption valid: /9/ 

Yo << a if S :::> a 4-1 

if d .( a 4-2 

For most temperatures we studied the second one must hold. in practice, 

y0 should be of order of a few micrometers. 

The second reason for a small current is to keep a low rate of 

energy dissipation. The cooling power of single cycle process is: 

3 where n 3 is is the flow rate of He, 

4-3 

T the temperature of the mix
m 

tures in the mixing chamber. For 

T = 2 mk, then eq. (4-3) gives Q 
m 

an extimation, take n3 = 0.5 mmol/s, 

= 163 nw. The energy dissipated by 

tt-e vibrating wire should be much smaller than this value. 

For the above two reasens the magnitude of the induced voltage 

should be of order of a few microvolts and the driving current of 

a few milliampres. In order to piek up such a small signal and get 

a high signal to noise ratio, lock-in amplifiers were adopted in the 
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measuring circuit, and co-axis cables were generally used in order to 

reduce the interferences with neighbouring circuit. 

Recorder 

r--
1 
I 

I 

- ------t 
I 

~~: '~ 11-----r 
t 1 I 1------, 

._ _____ - ____ J 

p p ----Q 
Ll L2 

~----{3 

Figure 4-4 The schematic drawing of the neasuring circuit. The symbols 

in the diagram stand for: 

L1 model 124A Lock-in amplifier 2 Hz--210 kHz; Princeton 

Application Research (P.A.R.) 

L2 model 126A Lock-in amplifier P.A.R. 

EC : 5246L Electronic Counter (Hewlett Packard) 

DSG Digital Signal Generator TYPE FS 30 (SCHLUMBERGER 

MESSGER ATBAO Mûnchen) 

P : model 116 differential preamplifier P.A.R. 

V : Voltage Meter~ Sinclair Multimeter DM2 

The braken line indicates an alternative choice of the 

use of the DSG or the FC(see text). 

In order to eliminate the resistive contribution of the conducting 

wires to the signal and get better signal to noise ratio, two coaxial 

cables were used to transmit the signals from the two ends of the 

vibrating wire. The signals are substracted from each other in the 

differential preamplifier. and futher amplified in the lock-in amp

lifiers. 

The reference signal can be generated either internally by the lock

in amplifier in combination with the electronic counter or externally 
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by the digital signal generator. The driving current is determined by 

measuring the voltage across a known resistance in the circuit. 

A system of two lock-in amplifiers in combination with two diffrential 

preamplifiers were use0 to analyze the in phase signal and the quadra

ture signal. By analyzing the quadrature signal one is able to deter

mine the resonance frequency anà p~ak. h•=igl1t accurately, ::>ince at lo,,., 

temperatures the resonance curve is rather flat and the in phase signal 

varies little in the neighbourhood of the resonance peak, but the qua

drature signal has maximum slope at the peak and is just in the middle 

of its two peaks. On the other hand the determination· of the reson

ance width is achieved by determining the frequencies where the in 

phase signals are at the half values of its peak height. 



Chapter 5 Results 

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part deals with 

th.e viscosity measurement of pure 4ae and the choice of the wire 

structure. The majorityof theexperiments have been performed in 

the helium cryostat. The second part deals with the viscosity 

measu:r-ements in 3He-4He mixtures, .::~nd the calibration of a chosen 

viscameter as a thermometer in the dilution refrigerator. 

5-1 Choice of the wire structure and viscosity of pure 4ae 

The criteria for the choice of the structures is mainly the reson

ance frequency and the signal to noise ratio. The structures can 

be divided into three groups: One semicircular group and straight 

type group and one arbitary structure group. 

One typical example of the arbitary structures studied is the one 

shown in Fig. (5-1). This structure has many resonance peaks scattered in a 

Figure 5-1 A exampZe of an arbitary type of the wire struatures. 

Two smaZZ rings of diameter of 1 rrun are seperated by 

a pieae of straight wire of Zength about 8 rrun. The 

straight part between the rings ~s supposed to vib~ate 

in the magnetia fieZd. The wire is fixed immediateZy 

behind the two smaZZ rings by means of gZue.The wire 

radius is 57 micrometers. 

- 25 -
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Frequency region from 1,400 Hz to 20,000 Hz and listed in the table(5-1). 

TabZe 5-1 Resonance frequenc-.'es of the arbitary wire_, V! is 

measured with a current of?.? mA through the wire. 

~ Hz V IJ. 
~V 

1475 7.01 

3942 0.69 

5357 16.6 

5575 5.08 

7015 2.67 

7363 2.04 

9393 3.45 

19073.2 4.0 

The resonance peak of frequence 5357.Hz seems very promising for its 

suitable frequency and relatively strong signal. However, further test 

of this wire in the dilution refrigerator indicates that it has a very 

large background signal comparable to that of induced signal, and further 

more, the backgroud voltage is unstable and drifts with time for some 

unknown reason. The in-phase signal is of order of 1 y. v in diluted phase 

with 2 mA current through the wire at temperatures around 25 mk. 

The straght type wires have their resonance frequencies all higher than 

the upper limit. Therefore, they are not able to work in the single 

cycle process. The straight wire structure is most desirable for the 

simplicity in construction and theoretical analysis. But unfortunately 

its length is limited within a few millimeter whirh is probably the 

reasen of its high resonance frequency. 

For semicircular loops the magnetic field could be arranged in two 

ways. One is to make the field parallel to the loop plane, the other 

is perpendicular to the plane, as shown in Fig. (3-3a.b ). However, 

experiments proved that the latter has much too high resonance fre

quency. It is also proved that with tne farmer structure one easily 

get suitable lower resonance frequency and sufficiently streng signal 

/10/. Wirès of radius above 100;m is much too stiff in such a small 

space. They resonance frequencies are above 10,000 Hz. 

Following diagrams show the measurements done the arbitary shape 

shown in Fig. (5-1) and the semicircular loop wire constructed by 

A. J. J. van Kessel et al. 
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Figure 5-2 The ~n phase signal as a function of the driving current. 

The circular and square points are after A.J.J. van Kessel. 

triangular points are measured by the arbitary structure wire. 

V~ 10~----~----~----~----~~---

]JV 

4 

0 

T k 

Figure 5-3 The in phase signal as a functicn of temperature. 
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Hz 

0 2 5 

T k 

Figure 5-4 Resonanae width of the two deviaes. The airales are from 

the arbitary struature wire~ and the squares are from 

the semiairauZar wire.The fomer has a width of 0.79 in 

vaauum and the Zatter 0.41 Hz. 

~V 56 r-----,-----~------r-----~----~ 
r 

Hz 

50 

46 
0 2 5 

T k 

Figure 5-5a The resonanae shift of the arbitary struature. Its vaauum 

resonanae frequenay is 5408.7 Hz. 
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Figure 5-5b : The resonance 

shift of the semicircular 

V.W. which has a vacuum 
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Figure 5-6 The viscosity measurements in 4He with the two different 
vibrating wires. The circZes are measured by the semicir
c-.".Z.ar V.;;,., and the squares are ;rom the other V. W •• The 
b!'OJ...en Une ig frorn ~r. '7'. 'T'ough et aZ. 
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Fig. (5-2) is a check of the validity of the linearization of the 

Navier-Stokes eqation. According to eq. ( 2-25 ) , the peak value of 

the in-phase signal should be proportional to the current. At 

temperature above the ~ transition the linear region is very wide 

and the in-phase signal can beover 30Jv without deviations from 

the straight line (fitted visually). When the temperature passes the 

À point the signal gets incresingly large which. implies a rapid in

crease in the vibrating amplitude, while at the same time the viseaus 

penetratien depth becomes smaller. This is a resultant effect of the 

rapid decrease ·of bath ~" and p.., in the given temperature region. The 

condition for the linearization given by eq. (4-1,2) is no langer hold. 

Fig. (5-4) and fig. (5-5) show the temperatures dependenee of the reson

ance width and the resonance frequency shift. At the \ transition, a 

sudden. drop in .:1.U,., and tJ v',. can be observed. As the temperature is 

further reduced the resonance width is approaching its vacuum value 

while the shift is approaching a constant value determined by the 

density of superfluid camporiet of the helium II, since the density of 

the normal component becomes vanishingly small. 

the viscosity of the normal component are shown in the Fig. (5-6) in 

addition the measurement done by J.T.Tough et al /2/ and values from 

the literature are platted as well for comparison. The resonance width 

used was substracted from that in vaccum since it is not an effect of 

the viseaus flow. The two sets of experimental data agree each other 

very well, but systematically lower than the results obtained by 

J.T.Tough et al. The value of fn are obtained from the tables given 

bv J.Wilks /13/. 

After carefully evaluation of various type of structures, the semi

eireular loop was chosen as the final farm for the viscosmeter-ther

mometer. A new viscameter was constructed with a much smaller volumn 

than that of A.J.J Van Kessel's. Fig. (5-7) gives a illustration of the 

new visconeter. 

( See next page ) 
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10 mm 

Araldyte Support 
Permanent Magnets 

Stycast 

Vibrating 

Wire (V.W.) 

Figure 5-7 The illustration of the new vibrating device. Three magnets 

(BM.95.070) were used in combination to provide the magnetic 

field. They are glued tagether by stycast 2850. The wire w~s 

bent into a semicircular loop of radius 2 mm. The ends of 

the loop were glued to the support, and the loop plane is 

perpendicular to the paper. 

5-2 The calibration of the viscameter as a thermometer. 

5-2-1 Thermometry 

The calibrations has been performed along the phase seperation curve 

on bath sides at temperatures below 120 mk. 

Temperatures between 120 mk and 20 mk can be reached by continuous 

circulation for the given experimental set-up and measurements done 

in this region are all in equilibrium state. Temperatures below 20 mk 

was reached by single cycles. 

Thermometry in the given temperature region was carried out by a CMN 

thermometer and a speer ( 220 Sl , 1/2 w) resistance thermometer. the 

CMN thermometer is a very widely used thermometer at the millikevins, 

which contains a few grams of a paramagnetic salt called cerium mag

nesium nitrate. By measuring the susceptibility, which is inversely 

proportional to temperature, it is possible to determine T. For more 

information readers are refered to the review articles given by L.G.Rubin 

et al /14/. The CMN thermometer was ~alibrated by the resistance 
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thermometer which itself was calibrated by a superconductive fixed 

point device, SRM 768 ;}5;. The resistance thermometer can only work 

proprely at temratures above 20 mk. Temperatures below 30 mk were 

obtained by extrapolating the CMN calibration. 

The positions of the CMN, resistance thermometer and the viscameter 

were arranged in the way shown in the Fig. (5-8). Such an arrangement 

is te el"l3"...!rG that all those devi.c::es have the same temperatu:te. 

I n3 
Mixin g Chamber 

--
~ 

~ r--
N 

(") 
..... 

OIN 

-I..D- H=l 
R-1! R12 

v.w. 

n3 

Figure 5-8 The schmatic drawing of the mixing chamber and the 

thermometers inside. Rll and R12 are the two resistance 

thermometers. 

5-2-2 Calibration of the viscameter in the saturated mixtures 

A calibration program has been made by A.J.J.Van Kessel et al /8/ 

using the formula ( 2-11 ) , ( 2-14) . This program relates the temper

ature of a fluid with the resonance width and frequency shift of a 

given wire at the same temperature. 

The vacuum resonance frequency of the device and its resonance width 

are: 



= 1979.80 Hz 

= 0.53 Hz 
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The quality factor of this resonance system is then over 3000. The 

frequency was determined at 4.2 k in the mixing chamber with a pres
-2 

sure as low as 5X10 torr. Over several thermal cycles room temper-

ature to millikelvins this value remains unchanged which proves that 

the magnetic field of the magnets is stable (otherwise the resonance 

frequency will vary with the squre of the magnetic induction, a fact 

that has been observed in the experiments done in the helium cryostat) • 

For a given wir'-' oscillat~ng in a viseaus fluid its width anà shift 

have a definite relation. Fig. (5-9) shows the measured width v.s the 

shift in diluted phase, also the theoretical relation is given. The 

shape of the curves depends very much on the choice of the factor 

a large value of which will bend the curve more downwards and the 

maximum shift will occur at a higher temperature. A change in viseaus 

coeffeicient will result in a change in the temoerature scale in each 

curve(see the T scale Al, A2). The curve C with ~ = 3.0 fits the measured 

data very well except a constant frequency shift about one Hz over 

all of the temperature range. The curve A witha=2.1 is the one obtained 

by A. M. Guenault et al /7/. Apart from a few points the data obtained 

from different single cycles are of very good reproducibility which is 
4 

The resonance shift due to the He superfluid component is: 

where fs is 122.67 kg/m
3

, and ~ is taken as 1958 Hz. 

see next page 
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Figure 5-9 The diagram of the measured width versus the shift. The 

curves A~ B~ C~ D are the theoretical calculations 

with the factor a= 2.1~ 3.0~ 3.3~ 3.5 respectively. the 

viscosity coefficient for the four curves is the same 
-8 2 -8 2 

except A2. nAl B CD= SxlO Pas.S.k ~ nA2 = 6xlO Pas.S.k . 
~ ~ ~ 

The temperature scale of the four curves are also given 

in the figure indicated by Al~A2~B~C respectively. The 

squares were measured in the equilibrium states~ and others 

were measured in single cycles. 
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Fig. (5-10) shows the measured resonance width as a function of temper

ature. The theoretical curves are given as well. The widthes plotted 

in the figure as well as in Fig. (5-9) has been correct in the widthes 

in vacuum. This will be discussed in next chapter. In the temperature 

region above 20 mk the factor ~ has little effect on the shape of the 

curve due to the small 1/a ratio ( see table 2-1 ) , while the choice 

of viscosity coeffecient gives quite a let of difference. The l~ne of 

hJ--Sxlo- 8;T2 Pas.s ;s ;n d t 'th th d d !a • • very goo agreemen w~ e measure ata 

below 30 mk. The relative deviations increase as the temperature rises. 

This deviation may well result from the constant viseaus coefficient 

used in the calibration curve. At lower temperatures the nT
2 = constant 

approach is more precise. 

HZ 

6 

0 

Figure 5~10 

80 

Tmk 

The measured resonance width of the vibrating wire 

as a function of temperature. The three soZid curves 

are the caZibration curves. The circZes are the 

measured vaZues. 



Another information that can be obtained from Fig. (5-10) is that the 

sensitivity of the resonance width for temperature changes increases 

as the temperature dec~eases. This effect is due the increasingly im

portance of the higher ordertermsin K'. 

The data of the measurements in concentrated phase are drawn in Fig. 

(5-11) and Fig. (5-12). The measurements has been done only at temper-

a.tures abc::ve 10 !!Ll<. thi!=: is because the Vibrating wire passes the phase 

boundary from the concentrated pgase into the diluted phase st about 
3 

one third of the time the single cycle takes ( when all of the He is 

in use) . By this time the temperature in the mixing chamber is still 

above 10 km. 

Hz 

0 

Figure 5-11 

40 

-7 
3.3xl0 

80 

T mk 

The measured resonanae width in aonaentrated phase. 

The three soZid Zines are the aaZibration curves. 

The airales are the measured values. 
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The diagram of resonance width agaist resonance 

shift in the concentratea phase. The solid line 

is the theoretica! curve. Other points are the 

measured ones. 

Fig. (5-11) shows that the calibration curve with the viscosity co-
-7 2 

efficient no = 3.3x10 Pas.S.k is good fitted into the measured 

data. 

Camparing Fig. (5-10) and Fig. (5-12), we see that the width in the 

concentrated phase is of a factor 5 higher than that in the diluted 

phase. This fact implies that the in phase signal in the diluted phase 

will be a same f'1.ctor higher than that in the concentrated phase, 

according to the relation (2-25) • This effect can be illustrated 

by Fig. (5-13). In the figure the values of measured V4> of different 

"'leu.snrements has been normalized to a same current. 



Figure 5-13 
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The in phase signaZs in the diZuted and concentrated 

phase. The circuZar points are measured in the diZuted 

phase~ and the squares in the concentrated phase. 

The large difference in ~~ could be understood by analyzing the density 

and viscosity difference in bath phase. The width is related to density 

and viscosity by the relation (2-35b). Take a lower order estimation 

we see that the ratio between the k
0

•s in diluted phase and concentrated 

phase at same temperature is slight larger than one. Therefore the large 

difference in the width is mainly contributed by the difference in 

densities. The density ratio of the two phases is 4.7 which is in 

agreement with theobservedratio, if we take f.,=81.5 kg/m
3 

/12/ and 

fnd=17.33 kg/m3 /11/ fora mixture of 6.6% 
3
ae at lewest temperature. 

Further study of Fig. (5-10) and Fig. (5-12) indicates that · the ~Vn 

has a increasingly large slope over T at low temperatures. A simple 

analysis of the formula (2-35b) shows that 4Vry is inversely proportional 



to the temperature at high temperatures where the penetratien depth 

is much small than the radius of the wire. At lewest temperatures the 

penetratien depth becomes comparable to the wire radius and the terros 

with higher order becomes important. 

The resonance width below 20 mk was obtained through a calibration 

constant C defined as: 

c = s2Lj0 1 a2 

while it cab determined by: 

5-:d 

5-3 

Originally this constant comes from eq. 12-25). It is essentially inde

pendent of temperature, and is also a measure of the signal to noise 

ratio of the vibrating wire, since the larger the C, the larger the in 

phase signal v1 .The value of C could be determined by a series mea

surements of Vf, .L1 i , and j 0 at different temperatures. Table (5-2) gives 

the measured values of C in dilute:-d phase as well as in concentrat.ed 

phase. 

TabZ-e 5-2 The caZibration constant C, caZcuZated through eq. (5-3). 

The units of C and T are )IV .Hl /mA and mk respectiveZy. 

T c T c T c 
19.01 55.8 28.26 54.2 65.86 51.9 

19.4? 54.3 31.61 51.0 ?0.94 51.2 

19. ?0 54.5 36.92 53.2 ?3.43 51.8 

21.0? 49.0 40.16 49.9 85.19 51.9 

21.95 51.5 49.88 50.6 95~3? 51.8 

24.46 50.5 51.93 51.5 104.?6 51.? 

25.14 53.6 63.88 51.? 116.20 51.8 

The average value of the constant C is: 

C = 52.6 ± 1. 6 p.tJ ·l·fè /MA 
The speed of a single cycle process is too fast for an accurate mea

surement of ~v7 to done. It is more convinent and accurate to calcu

late A.lJ? through the measurement of Vf and eq. (5-3). However, the mea

surements of v1 show that it has a background proportional to the 

driving current. This probably is due to a remainder resistance of 
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order of 0. 6 m.Q in the vibrating wire. This effect has been considered 

in all the measurements where VJ is concerned. 

The eq. (5-3) is only valid if V~ is linear with the current j0 • Fig. (5-14) 

gives a plot of measured ~ as a function of j. at 25 rok. The line is 

visually fitted. The V~ is linear with j
0 

• Since measurement were done 

mostly at the currents lower than 2 mA, anä ~ decreases as temper

ature decreases, further more the penetratien depth varies with 1/T, 

it is nat necessary to check it at lower temperatures. 

V <P )lV 

5 

0 1 2 
j 0 mA 

Figure 5-14 The ZinearaZity controZ of the ~n phase signaZ. 

5-3 Comparison of the vibrating wire and the CMN thermometer 

in single cycles 

5-3-1 Single cycles 

A typical example of single cycle processes from previous experiments 

done in this refrigerator is shown in the Fig. (5-15) 
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Fi~~re 5-15 An exampZe of temperature-Pvat reZations of previous 

experiments. 

In the beginning of the process the temperature in the mixing chamber 

decreases much faster than in the end. This is because at higher tem

peratures a quantity of 3He molecules produce more cooling than at 

low temperatures(cf. eq. (4-3 )) . The time the processes take depen~s 

on the flow rate chosen. Fig. (5-16) plotted a few lines with different 

flows. Single cycles may also start with a starting pressure in the 

storage tank. Most of the single cycles takes a time between 30 min. 

and 2 hours, and two third of the temperature drop takes place in the 

beginning one third of the total time(See Fig. (5-15)). 
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Figure 5-16 The pressure in the starage tank as a function of time 

at different flows. 

5-3-2 The comparison of the CMN and the vibrating wire thermometry 

The temperature given by the vibrating wire thermometer is obtained 

from the calibration table tabulated in the appendix B. Temperatures 

measured by the CMN and vibrating wire thermometer at the same time 

in single cycles are shown in Fig. (5-1 7). 

The single cycles start from an equilibrium state where the CMN and 

vibrating wire show the same temperature. However, as the single cycle 

proceeds the two device show different values and the difference be

comes increasingly large as the temperature drops. Obviously this is 

because the heat exchange between the CMN and the liquid becomes worse 

and worse. It is also intresting to campare Fig. (5-17) and Fig. (5-15) 

to see that the temperature profile given by the vibrating wire is 

similar to that of previous runs of the refrigerator while the CMN 

temperature shows no similarity. This is a proof that the vibrating 

wire gives the true temperature in the mixing chamber. 
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Figure 5-17 Comparison of the CMN and the V.W. thermometry 

in a single cycle process. 

The Fig. (5-17) also shows at the end of the single cycles the vibr

ating wire gives warming signal a few torrs earlier than the CMN 

device.The instant response effect of the vibrating wire device and 

the thermal inertia of the CMN device can best been seen from the 

recordings of the measurements. 
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Figure 5-18 The diagram of two successive single cycZes taken from 

experimentaZ recordings. The time scaZe is different for 

the two thermometers. The signaZ of V.W. is two minutes 

ahead of the CMN signaZ. The four short marks indicte the 

the same moments in the two signaZ curves. 

Fig. (5-18) shows two successive single cycles with different flows. 

The farmer with a flow of 0.561 mmol/s takes about 36 minutes and 

the latter with a flow of 0.801 mmolis is 11 minutes shorter. Several 

minutes befare the single cycles the in phase signal of the vibrating 

wire shows the slow down of the temperature decreasingin the mixing 

chamber, while the CMN signal still shows a strong cooling tendency 

0 
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at the end showing a discontinuity in the temperature gradient. Ob

viously this means that the CMN thermometer didn't reach the lowest 

temperature. It is also clear that the warming of the CMN comes 2 min. 

after the vibrating wire,showing that the vibrating wire device is 

much faster in response of temperature changes than the CMN. Another 

proof of a higher sensitivity of the vibrating wire device is the 

rate of temperature change during the cooling. A larger temperature 

cganging rate should be expected with high flow rates because it takes 

less time. Thestart~ng state of the two processes are almost the same. 

The vibrating wire temperature at tbe ends are almost the same. there

fore it shows indeed a much larger rate of temperature change. But 

a similar examing to the CMN signal shows almost same changing rate, 

and in fact it ended with a higher temperature than the slow single 

cycle. 

A by-product of the study of the in phase signal is the determination 

of the position of the phase boundary, since the position of the vi

brating wire in the mixing chamber is known. It is to relate the pre

ssure in the storage tank and the height of the phase boundary in the 

mixing chamber. From Fig. (5-18) a sharp transition of the wire from 

concentrated phase to diluted phase (as indicated in the figure where 

a large jump of the in phase signal takes place.) can be observed. 

It takes less than half minutes corresponding less than one torr in 

Pvat· Since the height of the mixing chamber is only 27 mm, half a 

torr then means 0.2 mm in the mixing chamber. This is then the accu

racy in determining the position of rhe phase boundary. 

5-4 The viscosity of the saturated solutions 

The viscosity of the 3He-4He mixtures along the phase seperation curve 

between 19 mk and 120 mk was calculated. The formula (2-35) for two 

component fluid were applied in calculation. The properties of the 

phase seperation curve were given by J. G. M. keurten et al(diluted 

phase) and Radebaugh (concentrated phase) • The quantity f" in 

eq. ( 2-35) is taken as: 

ft. = 2 • 46 . f,. 
for the 3He quasiparticles in the diluted phase. 

Fig. (5-19) shows a plot of calculated viscosity versus the inverse 

square of temperaure. 
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Figure 5-19 The viscosity of the saturated soZutions of the 
3
He-

4
He 

mixtures. 

The line in the figure is fitted with a least-square method, which 

gives: 

~= + h 5-4 

with ~oJ = 4.9x1o-8 Pas S k2 and b = 4.0x1o-6 Pas s. At low temper

atures the term b becomes unimportant and eq. (5-4) approaches the 

theoretical limit ~T2 = const .• The results obtained hereis in very 

close agreement with that of K. A. Kuenhold et al /6/ who used a 

capillary method. A. M. Guenault et al have obtained the viscosity 

for the saturated solution of 7% at 0.5 bar of 7T2 = 3x10-S Pas·S /7/ 

Fig. (5-20) shows the viscosity of the concentrated ~He. Using the 

least square method, the line is fitted as: 

with 

2 
nc = n

0
c/T + D 

n = 3.4x1o-7 Pas•S•K2 oe 

5-5 

-6 and D = 7.9x10 Pas•S. The value of 

n is 20% larger than that obtained by D. c. Carless et al/3/ who oe 
used a vibrating wire viscorneteraf similar structure as ours. 
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Chapter 6 Discussions and conclusion 

6-1 discussions 

The quality factor of a resonance system is defined as the ratio of 

its resonance frequency v to its resonance width 6v: 

Q = '.' / 6_\) 7-1 

The resonance width we measured didn't exceed 80 Hz and the lewest 

resonance frequency ever recorded is 1952 Hz. The quantity Q is then 

for our resonator always higher than 24. This is a rather high value 

compared with the viscorneters used by O.C. Carless et al and A.M. 

Guenault et al. Th.J '=armer one has a quality factor not more than 15 

and the latter of about 18 f~r the lewest temperatures. In fact, G. 

R. Picktt I 15/ consider a Q factor of 5 as high enough to give no 

troubles in the analysis of the motion of the vibrating wire. 

The damping of the motion of the wire may be divided into two parts. 

one part is the internal damping due to the restoring force and the 

ether part is the viseaus damping. The measured width is in fact a 

resultant of the ahove two effects. The following relation is usually 

taken/16/: 

1/Q = 1/Q + 1/Q 
m n r 7-2 

to account for the effects, where Q is due to viseaus damping, and 
n 

Qr due to restoring dampimc; Qm the re sul tant damping. Inserting the 

eq. (7-1) and rearranging for small resonance shift, we obtain: 

6v = b.v - 6v 0 n m 7-3 

where b.vm is the measured width. The largest shift recorded is less 

than 30 Hz. Compared with v 0 = 1979.8 Hz, eq. (7-3) is then a goed 

approximation. for large frequency shift and low quality factor the 

higher order terms in the relations (2-29 )and (2-31 ) should be 

taken into account. 

There is still a problem left in the calibration of the vibrating 

wire thermometer. The CMN thermometer has a firm theoretical back-

ground, therefore its calibration is a rather straght forward one. 

Its calibration can be performed at high temperatures, e.g. above 

20 mk, and it is still valid at low temperatures,say, between 3 mk 

and 20 mk. On the contrary, The vibrating wire thermometer needs 

calibrations at bath high and low temperatures. The viscosity co

efficient can be calibrated at high temperatures and it remains 

unchanged at low temperatures. However, the factorahas to be 
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calibrated at temperatures below 10 mk, where it is important(see 

Fig.5-9). The eq. (2-15) is still a empirical one although it agrees 

experimental data rather well in various different cases. However, 

from the point of view of thermometry if a goed calibration for the 

damping of the motion of the wire is given, a well established 

t:":eory for the motion of the wire is not necessary. 

5-2 Conclusions 

Basedon the analysis of the results, afew conclusions can be drawn 

as fellows: 

1. The vibrating wire resonator is instant in 

response to the temperature changes in the fluid. 

2. It has goed reproducibility. 

3. Its accuracy depends on the calibration. At present 

the behaviour is described by the factor a and the 

viscosity coefficient. At temperatures higher than 

40 mk the use of a constant viscosity coefficient 

nq would introduce errors. 
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Appendix A 

Table for the dimensionless functions k and k' as a function of the 

parameter z. For z larger than 3 the k and k' can be approximated by 

the following equations: 

k = 1 + 2/z 

and k'= 2/z + 1/2z 
2 

z k' z k k' 

0 co co 2•1 1•677 •7822 
•1 19•70 48·63 2·2 1•646 •7421 
•2 9'166 16·73 2•3 1•618 •7059 
•3 6•166 9·258 2•4 1•592 •6730 
•4 4•771 6·185 2·5 1"568 •6430 
•5 3•968 4•567 2•6 1'546 ·6154 
•6 3··145 3•589 i·7 1•526 '5902 •7 3•082 2·936 2•8 1'607 '6669 
•8 2·8.12 2•477 2•9 1•489 •5453 
•9 2•604 2•137 3•0 1•473 •5253 

J•O 2•439 }•876 3•1 1"457 •5068 
I· 1 2•306 1·8Q9 3•2 ) '443 '4895 
1•2 ~·194 1•503 3•3 1'430 '4732 
1 ·3 2•102 1•365 3·4 1"417 '4581 
1•4 2•021 1•250 3•5 1"405 '4439 
1•5 1•951 1'153 3·6 1•394 '4305 
1•6 1•891 1•069 3•7 1•383 '4179 
1•7 1•838 •996ö 3•8 ]•373 '4060 
1•8 1•791 •9332 3•9 1"363 •3948 
1•9 ] •749 •8767 4·0 1•354 '3841 
2•0 1•711 •8268 co 1 0 



Appenàix B 

Table for the calibration of the vibrating wire at temperatures 

below 30 mk. The factor a used is 3.0 and the viscosity coefficient 

is : 

na = 5X10- 8 Pas.S.k 2 

for diluted ph~se with pn = 17.33 kg/m 3and 
-7 2 na 3.3X10 Pas.S.k 

forconcentrated phase with pc= 81.5 kg/m 3
• 

The wire radius is 57 micrometers and the resonance frequency in 

vacuum is 1979.80 Hz. The density of the wireis 6511 kg/m 3
• The 

resonance shift in the table does not include the superfluid 

contribution which is 18.44 Hz for the wire. 
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